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The UN is helping countries and businesses take action in a variety of ways, from designing vehicles that burn less fuel to charging polluting companies a carbon tax if they cause unnecessary emissions. You can make a change, too:

Encourage your family to take trains not planes for holidays and enjoy the view from your window as  you travel.

Write a letter to your local or school newspaper about climate change. The more people talk about the issue,  the better!

Write letters to local and national governments asking what action they are taking to fight climate change.
Stop appliances sucking up energy when turned off by unplugging phone and laptop chargers when not in use and using power strips for lights and TVs.
Consider reducing the amount of meat you eat and buy meat from local farmers to cut food-related greenhouse gas emissions.

Try to eat mostly in-season and locally grown fruits and vegetables to cut down on the energy used to grow and transport food.

GOAL 14
 

GOAL 13

Life  Below  Water

CHANGETAKE  
ACTION:

Sample from 17 Ways to Save the World, available now!
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Oceans teem with life. Seahorses, starfish, sharks and other 
amazing creatures feed, swim and have their young in this 
beautiful blue world.

People depend on oceans, too. Tiny ocean plants release half of all the oxygen we 
need to breathe. Ocean waters soak up carbon dioxide from the air, helping to 
slow our planet’s climate change. On top of all of this, billions of people rely on 
oceans for transport, food, jobs and for fun.

Oceans look after us, but we are not taking such good care of 
the oceans. We take too many fish out of the sea before they 
have had the chance to produce their young. This reduces fish  
numbers, so there are fewer for sea creatures – and us – to eat. 

Sea turtles choke on plastic bags they 
mistake for jellyfish, seabirds feed 

their chicks with tiny plastic 
bits instead of food, old 
fishing nets strangle seals 

and other animals, and 
plastic waste damages 
coral reefs that shelter 
millions of animals. 

One in two turtles have  
eaten plastic.

Nine out of ten seabirds have plastic 
blocking up their stomachs.

About 8 million tons of plastic – 
enough to cover every centimetre of 
coastline in the world – gets into the 
oceans each year.

By 2050, there could be more plastic 
in the oceans  

than fish.
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GOAL 14

One of the biggest threats to 
our oceans is plastic waste. 

LIFE BELOW WATER

Sample from 17 Ways to Save the World, available now!
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GOAL 15
Life on Land

Half of all the plastic stuff we buy is only used once. When we throw 
it away, it can end up in the oceans. Wind blows plastic bags off 
landfill sites. Rain washes plastic litter off streets. People flush plastic 
waste down sewage systems; this plastic gets into drains that carry 
waste into rivers that flow into oceans.

Buy items that are not made 

of plastic or that are made 

from recycled plastic.

If you live near the coast, 

join a beach clean-up and 

help pick up seaside litte
r.

Switch to 
reusable 
bottles and 
cups rather 
than buying 
drinks in 
disposable 
ones.

Carry shopping in reusable bags 

instead of throwaway plastic ones.

GOAL 14

Plastic straws suck. Sip your drink 
from a glass or use a reusable 
bamboo or steel straw instead.

Store your packed 
lunch in reusable 
containers and waxed 
cloth instead of plastic 
bags and clingfilm.

Glitter is made from tiny 
bits of plastic. Add sparkle 
to your pictures using 
alternatives instead.

PREVENTTAKE  
ACTION:

Yo
u 

ca
n help sa

ve the oceans by preventing plastic waste.

Sample from 17 Ways to Save the World, available now!




